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The purpose of this project was to increase the
involvement of Hispanic parents to result in higher student
achievement in the elementary school.

Research on cultural

barriers of Hispanic parent involvement and the programs
that schools have implemented to overcome cultural barriers
was examined.

A resource guide for elementary school

teachers was developed in order to help teachers find ways
to overcome the cultural barriers of parent involvement in
schools.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
Introduction
There is consensus among educators, parents, and the
general public that children will learn more and schools
will improve if parents do a better job of supporting their
children's schooling (Espinosa, 1995).

Parent involvement

is the foundation of a child's education.

Epstein (1995)

has summarized research on parent involvement as suggesting
that students at all grade levels do better academic work
and have more positive school attitudes, higher
aspirations, and other positive behaviors if they have
parents who are aware, knowledgeable, encouraging and
involved (Epstein, 1995).

Involved parents who make the

effort to become an integral part in their child's
education find that their child becomes successful in
school.
Sometimes there are many factors weighing against
parents to become involved in their child's education, such
as culture or language barriers (Espinosa, 1995).

In this

project, the research will focus on finding ways to bridge
the cultural barrier between elementary school teachers and
Hispanic parents, a group that is shown to have a decreased
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amount of involvement in the public school systems

(Nicolau

& Ramos, 1990).

Purpose of the Project
The outcome of this project will result in an
elementary school teacher's resource guide explaining ways
to reach out to the Hispanic parents of students enrolled
in the Wenatchee School District and how to help them to
get involved in their children's education.

This teacher's

manual will give teachers some direction in helping to get
all of their students' parents involved in the classroom
and in their children's education. It will give teachers
different ideas and techniques that they can use to
overcome the cultural barriers that block Hispanic parents
from getting involved in the schools.
The purpose of this resource guide is to increase the
participation of the majority of Hispanic parents in the
education of their children and in turn, hopefully
increasing the academic achievement of these children.
Approximately 40% of Hispanic students leave school prior
to graduating from high school (U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1990) . Hispanic students are also significantly below
national norms on academic achievement tests of reading,
math, science, social science, and writing at grades 3, 7,
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and 11, and are generally averaging one to two grade levels
below the norm.

(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1990)

The goal

of this project is to reach some of these Hispanic students
and their families before they fall into one of these
categories.

Significance of the Project
Research has shown that the parents of the children of
Hispanic origin are less apt to become involved in their
child's education than Anglo parents (Nicolau & Ramos,
1990).

This may be due to a wide variety of factors, such

as language barriers, poverty, and different cultural views
of school (Inger, 1992).

Through this project, the author

will research and discover some of the factors that inhibit
Hispanic parents from participating in their child's
education and find ways to overcome these obstacles. The
question is: "What can teachers do to increase the
involvement of Hispanic parents in their elementary school
child's education?u
Development of a teacher's guide to promote parent
involvement among Hispanic families in Wenatchee is
particularly significant because of the increasing
percentage of Hispanic students in Wenatchee and in
Washington State.

In Washington public schools, the
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Hispanic student enrollment has doubled in the past seven

(

years.

In the Wenatchee School District, almost 50% of the

students in four out of the seven district elementary
schools are Hispanic.

The Hispanic population in the

Wenatchee School District makes up over thirty percent of
the total population and it is growing (OSPI, 2001).

Limitations of the Project
The author will limit her project to elementary school
teachers, kindergarten through fifth grade, in the
Wenatchee School District.

Although this project is

limited to the Wenatchee School District, it may also be
beneficial to elementary school teachers in other
culturally diverse districts.

This project is limited to

elementary school teachers, but the ideas and information
may also be useful for secondary educators who want to
increase parent involvement in their classrooms.

This

project will be limited to Hispanic parent involvement, but
it may also be beneficial to promoting parent involvement
with all parents.
The project that will result from the research will be
a resource guide for elementary school teachers that will
help them to get the Hispanic parents of their students
involved in their children's education.

The guide will
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give teachers different ideas and techniques that they can

(

use to overcome the cultural barriers that block Hispanic
parents from getting involved in the schools.

Definition of Terms
To provide a better understanding of the project, the
following definitions of the terms are provided:
Bilingual classroom: a classroom where the instruction
is in two languages (Landau, 1999).
E.S.L:

English as a Second Language.

Hispanic: a person or people who live in the United
States, but who originally come from, or whose family came
from, South America, Mexico, Cuba, or Puerto Rico (Landau,
1999).
L.E.P.: refers to people who are Limited English
Proficient, or limited in their use of the English language
(Bermudez & Marquez, 1996)
Literacy environments: home environments that contain
reading and writing materials in which children are free to
select and the adults around the children reinforce and
model literacy activities (Morrow, 1993).
Native language learning: learning that occurs when
students are taught concepts in their native (first)
'
language,
and not in their second language.
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Overview of the Remainder of the Project
Chapter Two is a review of related literature and
research summaries addressing the importance of parent
involvement, the demographics of Hispanics, the possible
barriers to Hispanic parent involvement, and what can be
done to overcome the barriers.

Chapter Three explains the

procedures used by the author to develop the project.
Chapter Four is the project itself, a teacher's guide with
ideas focused on overcoming the barrier of Hispanic parent
involvement.

Chapter Five contains a summary of the

project and the author's recommendations and conclusions
concerning the project.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The review of literature has been arranged in five
sections that cover the following areas:
1.

Parental involvement leads to student achievement

2.

Characteristics of Hispanic students

3.

Possible reasons for low Hispanic parent
involvement

4.

What some public schools have done to address this
issue

5.

Summary

Parental Involvement Leads to Student Achievement
There is considerable evidence that parent involvement
leads to improved student achievement, better school
attendance, and reduced dropout rates, and that these
improvements occur regardless of the economic, racial, or
cultural background of the family (Flaxman & Inger, 1991)
Epstein has summarized research on parent involvement as
suggesting "that students at all grade levels do better
academic work and have more positive school attitudes,
higher aspirations, and other positive behaviors if they
have parents who are aware, knowledgeable, encouraging, and
involved"(quoted in Espinosa, 1995, p.l).
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There are many ways for parents to be involved in
their child's education. Epstein's six types of parent
involvement are:
1. Parenting.

The basic obligations of parents include

providing food, shelter, clothing, health, and safety.
Once children are in school, parents provide space and
time for students to do their schoolwork at home.
2. Communicating.

Parents provide home-to-school

communication, making a two-way channel for
interaction and exchange.
3. Volunteering.

Parents volunteer their time and

talents at school activities and fundraising.
4. Learning at home.

Parents help their children with

homework and with setting educational goals.
5. Decision-making.

Parents participate in PTA/PTO

organizations and school decisions on policy,
leadership, and advocacy.
6. Collaborating with the community.

Parents encourage

partnerships with community resources and services
(Epstein, 1995).
The leaders of our country are starting to see that
parent involvement is a critical element to student
success.

The Goals 2000: Educate America Act supported by

former presidents Bush and Clinton is built on the
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foundation that parent involvement is the most critical
component of school and student success (Riley, 1994).
Former Secretary of Education Richard Riley created a
national family initiative called Strong Families, Strong
Schools on behalf of the U.S. Department of Education.
This initiative called for all parents to get involved in
their children's education and to become partners with the
schools in the education of America's youth (Ballen &
Moles, 1994).
Schools across the country have been making parent
involvement a priority in their schools.

They have been

implementing new programs to increase parent involvement
and to create parent/school partnerships.

It takes more

than a good school and a good home to help students
succeed.

It takes these two major educational institutions

working together (Rich, 1988).
When schools partner with parents, it results in
student success.

Morrison's (1978) research on parent

involvement showed that a partnership between parents and
the school results in increased student achievement:

We came to believe that the informal education that
families provide for their children makes more of an
impact on a child's total educational development than
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the formal education system. This assessment is a
direct conclusion from the findings of thousands of
programs in remedial education, such as Head Start and
Follow Through projects. (p.7)
Research has shown that teachers and schools who
emphasize parent involvement have students with higher
levels of achievement.

Epstein (1995) studied test scores

to see whether students whose teachers emphasized parent
involvement were more successful in the areas of math and
reading than students in other teachers' classrooms.
Epstein found that those teachers who made parent
involvement a priority in their classroom had greater gains
in student achievement than the other teachers did.
According to studies conducted on parent involvement,
school practices to encourage parents to participate in
their children's education are more important than family
characteristics like parental education, family size,
marital status, socioeconomic level, or student grade level
in determining whether parents get involved (Epstein,
1995).
There are some guidelines to creating a successful
parent involvement program.

According to McReynolds, all

schools need to know eight basic facts in order to have a
successful parent involvement program:
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1. Family involvement is a critical part of high
quality education, a safe and disciplined learning
environment, and student achievement.
2. What the family does is more important that what the
family income or education level is.
3. All parents want the best education for their
children.
4. Most parents want to be more involved in their
child's education, but many don't know how to become
involved.
5. Most teachers feel that parent involvement is a
vital part of student achievement, but many of them
do not know how to get the parents involved.
6. Schools need to encourage and promote parent
involvement.
7. School practices that encourage parent participation
are the most successful practices.
8. Schools need to encourage parents to become partners
in their child's education (cited in Hopkings,
1997).
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Characteristics of Hispanic Students
In general, Spanish-speaking children at school
entrance have more to learn: a second language and also the
knowledge of skills of which they have been deprived by
poor home opportunities.

Starting behind and facing

greater handicaps, Spanish-speaking children tend to fall
farther and farther behind with each advance in grade.

The

progress of many is hindered by poor attendance resulting
from poverty of the home and ignorance of their parents
(Nicolau & Ramos, 1990).
The Hispanic population of Washington State is rapidly
growing.

In Washington public schools, the Hispanic

student enrollment has doubled in the past seven years.

In

the Wenatchee School District, almost 50% of the students
in four out of the seven district elementary schools are
Hispanic.

The Hispanic population in the entire Wenatchee

School District is over thirty percent and growing (OSPI,
2001).
Forty percent of Hispanic children are living in
poverty. Miranda (1998) states that the key factors
contributing to high poverty rates among Hispanic children
include: parents' low hourly earnings, parents' low
educational attainment, and widespread employment
discrimination (cited in Payne, 1998).

Miranda also states
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that poor children are much more likely than non-poor
children to suffer developmental delay and damage, to drop
out of high school, and to give birth during the teen years
(cited in Payne, 1998).
Hispanics along with Native Americans are the most
under-educated segment of the U.S. population.

Public

school data show that forty-four percent of Hispanic
students are at least one year below expected grade level
(Nicolau & Ramos, 1990) and approximately forty percent of
Hispanics leave school prior to graduation (U.S. Bureau of
Census, 1990).

Possible Reasons for Low Hispanic Parent Involvement
Spurgeon (1997) talks about the need to consider
cultural issues when viewing low Hispanic parent
involvement in the schools.

Her research found that

cultural barriers between Hispanic parents and the schools
are the major reasons for low Hispanic parent involvement.
There are conflicting values and beliefs between the
dominant Anglo population and the Hispanic population.
There are differing norms in such areas as directness of
communication, promptness, conformity, cooperation, and
emphasis on interpersonal relationships (Spurgeon, 1997).
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In Hispanic countries, the roles of parents and
teachers are divided.

Many Hispanic parents view the U.S.

school system as a bureaucracy governed by educated nonHispanics whom they have no right to question (Nicolau &
Ramos, 1990).

Throughout Hispanic culture there is a

widespread belief in the absolute authority of the school
In many Latin American countries it is

and teachers.

considered rude for a parent to intrude into the life of
the school.

Hispanic parents see their role as being

responsible for providing for their child's basic needs as
well as instilling respect and proper behavior (Chavkin &
Gonzalez, 1995).

Oliva (1986) gives a good demonstration

of this belief:
Most illiterate Hispanics--even those who are American
citizens such as Puerto Ricans--originate from
countries and cultures where education and instruction
are viewed as functions of the educational
institutions which are uniformly, centrally, and
hierarchically operated by professionals without
democratically fostered parental participation.
Education is viewed as something belonging to teachers
who know best and who must be respected.

(p.80)

Many Hispanic parents feel that it is a radically new
concept to get involved in their children's education.
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These parents want the best for their children, but they

(

believe that their involvement may be counterproductive
(Chavkin, 1991).
Most Hispanic parents have a language barrier between
themselves and the school.

Some parents don't speak

English and others who do may not feel comfortable enough
with their English skills to meet with their child's
teacher.

Teachers should make a point to communicate with

parents in their native language.

Epstein (1986)

illustrates this point:
It is not only the responsibility of the parents to
help their children succeed in school, but also the
responsibility of the school to make the appropriate
connections with LEP (Limited English Proficient)
parents.

These connections should help the schools

understand the families' cultures, strengths, and
goals.

(p.12)

Some interviews with Hispanic parents have found that
they don't feel comfortable getting involved in their
child's school because there aren't any teachers that they
can relate to.

Less than three percent of the nation's

elementary school teachers, less than two percent of
secondary teachers, and only two percent of other school
personnel are Hispanic (Orum & Navarette, 1990).

Many
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times the lack of bilingual or Hispanic staff can make

(

parents feel powerless when they are attempting to advocate
for their children or communicate with the school (Chavkin
& Gonzalez, 1995).
Many Hispanics also have biased feelings toward school
due to their previous school experiences (Finders & Lewis,
1994). Some of these personal school experiences create
obstacles to involvement.

The school often reminds

Hispanic parents of their own educational experiences
including discrimination and humiliation for speaking
Spanish, their native language.
What Some Public Schools Have Done to Address This Issue
Recent major legislation, such as the Goals 2000:
Educate America Act and the revision of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA), has made parent involvement
a national priority.

School districts nationwide are

reexamining their parent involvement policies and trying to
create new programs to address this issue (Baker & Soden,
1998).

Studies show that schools must take the lead in

actively pursuing parent involvement.

Encouraging parents

to participate in their children's education is more
important than family background in determining whether or
not parents get involved (Hopkings, 1997).

In a national
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study of 2,317 inner-city elementary and middle school

(

students, the best predictor of parent involvement was what
the school did to promote it.

School attitudes and actions

were more important than the parents' income, educational
level, race, or previous school volunteering experience in
prediction whether the parent would be involved in the
school (Nathan, 1996).
According to Espinosa's research on Hispanic parent
involvement (1995), projects in schools that have
successfully involved Hispanic parents recommend personal
touch, non-judgmental communication, teacher perseverance
in maintaining involvement, bilingual support, strong
administrative support, staff development focused on the
Hispanic culture, and community outreach.

Using these

strategies leads to better Hispanic parent involvement and
better relations between the school and the parents
(Espinosa, 1995).
Some school districts now off er a range of special
training programs to help parents build self-esteem,
improve their communication skills, and help them conduct
activities that will improve their children's study habits
(Inger, 1992).

Within the U.S. Department of Education's

Office of Elementary and Secondary Education, Project Even
Start provides assistance to instructional programs that
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combine adult literacy outreach with training to enable
parents to support the educational growth of their
children.

This program offers English as a Second Language

(ESL) classes to the parents, conducts home visits, and
provides the parents with activity kits to use with their
children on school activities.

The result is that these

parents have become significantly more involved in their
children's school activities

(Nathan, 1996).

Project Family Initiative for English Literacy (FIEL)
in El Paso, Texas was created in 1985 and is in eight
elementary schools in El Paso.

This intergenerational

literacy program involves limited-English-proficient
parents and their kindergarten children in oral language,
story writing, reading, discussions, and at-home activities
(Chavkin & Gonzalez, 1995).
Academia del Pueblo-developed by the National Council
of La Raza-provides afterschool and summer classes for
Hispanic children, monthly parent groups, and literacy
classes three times a week.

The program operates at the

Guadalupe Center, a multi-service organization in Kansas
City, Missouri (Chavkin & Gonzalez, 1995).
The Prestame una Comadre program, meaning

~loan

me a

godmother" in Spanish, works with migrant Head Start
families.

Social workers conduct home visits as often as
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three times weekly and hold small group meetings.

Families

work on increasing self-reliance, learning about child
development and education, and improving family functioning
(Chavkin & Gonzalez, 1995) .
The Training of Parents in Schoolwork (TIPS) program
was created by Joyce Epstein at the Center on Families,
Communities, Schools, and Children's Learning in Baltimore,
Maryland.

The program consists of materials that educators

give parents to help children with school.

It has produced

statistically significant increases in students' reading
skills (Nathan, 1996) .
The Aspira Association has a program called Parents
for Educational Excellence that teaches Hispanic parents
about the educational system so they can become better
advocates for their children (Riley, 1994).
Project Parents Incorporated creates libraries in
Boston housing projects and provides programs to strengthen
the skills of economically disadvantaged families so they
can have a meaningful role in their children's education
(Riley, 1994).

Summary
The research shows that there are numerous cultural
barriers between Hispanic parents and schools that result
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in low involvement of Hispanic parents in the elementary
school setting.

There is a great importance for research

on this topic because of the high percentage of the
Hispanic population in our country that is still increasing
and the need to increase their level of educational
success.
Parent involvement leads to improved academic
achievement, better school attendance, and reduced dropout
rates.

Our country has recently passed legislation to

promote and encourage parent involvement.

Schools across

the country have jumped on the bandwagon and created parent
involvement programs in their schools.

They have found

that parent involvement is the foundation of student
achievement.
The Hispanic population is one of the most undereducated segments of the U.S. population.

Approximately

forty percent of Hispanics leave school prior to
graduation.

Hispanic students are also significantly below

national norms on academic achievement tests of reading,
math, science, social science, and writing at grades 3, 7,
and 11, and are generally averaging one to two grade levels
below the norm.

These numbers can be decreased with the

increase of the involvement of Hispanic parents in the
schools.
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There are many possible reasons for low Hispanic
parent involvement in schools.

In Hispanic countries, the

roles of parents and teachers are divided.

Hispanics

believe that the teachers have absolute authority about
what goes on at school and they feel they are intruding if
they get involved in their child's school.

There are other

cultural barriers, such as language and a low percentage of
Hispanic teachers and administrators, which effect the
school involvement of Hispanic parents.
Recent major legislation, such as the Goals 2000:
Educate America Act and the revision of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA), has made parent involvement
a national priority.

School districts nationwide are

reexamining their parent involvement policies and trying to
create new programs to address this issue (Baker & Soden,
1998).

The importance of parent involvement is becoming

well-known and schools are now recognizing that their
parent involvement programs are the key to successful
students.
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CHAPTER THREE

(

METHODOLOGY
Interest in Project
The author first became interested in the project when
she worked at the East Wenatchee EPIC Migrant Head Start
program as a primary teacher of Hispanic youth.

The author

noticed a lack of parent participation among the Hispanic
parents and saw a need for Hispanic parent outreach in the
Head Start program and in schools in general.
The author also did her student teaching for half of a
day in a first-grade bilingual classroom and the other half
in non-bilingual first-grade classroom.

The author became

more interested in the project when she saw that the amount
of parent involvement in the bilingual room was
significantly lower than the parent involvement in the nonbilingual room.
Current substitute teaching in bilingual classrooms in
various schools in the Wenatchee School District has
reaffirmed the author's interest in the issue.

The author

plans to apply for a bilingual teaching position in the
Wenatchee School District and hopes to have a successful
parent involvement program in her classroom, so the project
takes on an added interest for her.
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Collection of Information
The author collected information from a variety of
sources.

She used books, magazines, and journals from the

Wenatchee Valley College Library, the Wenatchee Public
Library, and from the Central Washington University
Library.

The author also collected information from on-

line articles and the ERIC on-line database.
Statistics from the North Central Washington
Educational Service District were a helpful source of
information.

The author also interviewed teachers that

have been in the bilingual education field and drew
information from their experiences.
Purpose of Project
The purpose of this project is to create a resource
guide for teachers explaining ways to help Hispanic parents
become more involved in the school environment and in their
child's education.

This resource guide will give teachers

some direction in how to make their school environment a
more comfortable one for the parents of their Hispanic
students.
The purpose of this resource is to increase the
participation of Hispanic parents in the education of their
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children and in turn, increase the academic achievement of

(

their children.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROJECT
The teacher's resource guide was developed in order to
help teachers find ways to overcome the cultural barriers
of parent involvement in schools.

The guide will be

available for elementary school teachers in the Wenatchee
School District in hopes that they can use it as a tool to
increase Hispanic parent involvement in their classrooms.
The teacher's guide has ideas and resources collected
or created by the author.

The guide is based on Hispanic

parent involvement research that the author collected and
reviewed.
There are four main sections in the teachers' resource
guide.

The first or introductory section addresses the

need for Hispanic parent involvement in schools.

The

second section discusses the importance of communication
between Hispanic parents and their children's teachers.
This section includes suggestions and examples of oral and
written communication between from teachers to parents.
The third section discusses successful Hispanic parent
involvement school projects and strategies for building
successful parent and school partnership programs.

The

fourth section includes an array of Spanish and English
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lesson plan ideas for family involvement that are related
to curriculum in the classroom.
The project also includes a bibliography of resources
used in the resource guide.
appendix.

The project is included in the
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
A review of the literature has established a need for
Hispanic parent involvement in education and the possible
reasons for their lack of involvement.

The author

developed a teacher's resource guide to help elementary
school teachers promote Hispanic parent involvement in
their classrooms.

The handbook provides an overview of the

problem, ideas to strengthen parent/teacher communication,
examples of successful Hispanic parent involvement
programs, and bilingual resources to help parents get
involved in their child's education at home.

Conclusion
In talking with elementary school teachers about the
Hispanic parent involvement in their classrooms, the author
learned that they were having problems coming up with new
ideas to help get them involved.

The teachers were

encouraged with the idea of a teacher's resource guide that
would give them some ideas to connect with Hispanic parents
and to help get them involved in their child's education.
In talking with Hispanic mothers, the author learned
that they were more than willing to help their children,
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but didn't know how.

The use of the family lesson plans

and the workshops for parent education will help solve this
problem that many parents have.

The teacher's resource

guide will give parents some clear, step-by-step
instructions on how to work with their child on educational
activities at home.
Future plans for use of the guide include supplying
each elementary school in the Wenatchee School District
with a copy of the teacher's resource guide.

The author

also plans on using it is her bilingual classroom in the
upcoming 2001-2002 school year.

The author plans to

provide the parents of her students with the bilingual
lesson plans to help them work with their children at home.

Recommendations
After researching and completing this project, some
recommended areas of revision and some possible extensions
of this project include:
1. The lesson plans could have been identified by
grade level so teachers could see the different
levels of the activities right away.

Most of these

activities are geared for the primary-aged
children, but others could be used for older
elementary-aged children also.

In doing this
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activity again, more home activities designed for
children of an older elementary age (grades 3-5)
should be included.
2. Along with the review of literature, more
interviews with Hispanic parents and elementary
school teachers to gain more information could have
been conducted.

People are a wealth of knowledge

and more insight into the project could have been
gained by talking with them.
3. A suggestion for an extension of this project is to
design a workshop that would inform teachers of the
contents of this handbook.

Develop overhead

sheets, handouts, activities, and an informative
lecture covering the information provided in the
Hispanic parent involvement guide.
The goal of this project is to increase the
involvement of Hispanic parents in the elementary school
setting.

This teacher's resource guide gives elementary

school teachers some helpful advice, information, and
resources to aid them in attaining the goal of increased
Hispanic parent involvement in their schools.
hopes that this res<

_.\-e~
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problem of low Hispanic parent involvement
facing in schools today.

The author
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Introduction
There is consensus among educators, parents, and the general public that
children will learn more and schools will improve if parents do a better job of
supporting their children's schooling (Espinosa, 1995). Parent involvement is the
foundation of a child's education. Epstein (1995) has summarized research on
parent involvement as suggesting that students at all grade levels do better
academic work and have more positive school attitudes, higher aspirations, and
other positive behaviors if they have parents who are aware, knowledgeable,
encouraging and involved (Epstein, 1995). Involved parents who make the
effort to become an integral part in their child's education find that their child
becomes successful in school.
This teacher's resource guide has been created in the hopes of improving
parent involvement, especially Hispanic parent involvement, in our elementary
schools.

Possible Cultural Barriers Between Hispanic Parents and Schools
Research has shown that Hispanic parents are less apt to become involved
in their child's education than Anglo parents (Nicolau & Ramos, 1990). This may
be due to a wide variety of factors, such as language barriers, poverty, and
different cultural views of school (Inger, 1992).
It is important to consider these cultural issues when viewing low Hispanic

parent involvement in the schools. There are conflicting values and beliefs

between the dominant Anglo population and the Hispanic population. There are
differing norms in such areas as directness of communication, promptness,
conformity, cooperation, and emphasis on interpersonal relationships.
In Hispanic countries, the roles of parents and teachers are quite distinct.
Many Hispanic parents view the U.S. school system as a bureaucracy governed
by educated non-Hispanics whom they have no right to question. Throughout
Hispanic culture there is a widespread belief in t:he absolute authority of the
school and teachers. In many Latin American countries it is considered rude for
a parent to intrude into the life of the school. Hispanic parents see their role as
being responsible for providing for their child's basic needs as well as instilling
respect and proper behavior in their children, and they see the school's role as
one of educating their children on their own (Espinosa, 1995).
Most Hispanic parents also have a language barrier between themselves
and the school. Some parents don't speak English and others who do may not
feel comfortable enough with their English skills to meet with their child's
teacher. Teachers should make a point to communicate with parents in their
native language. Epstein (1986) illustrates this point:

It is not only the responsibility of the parents to help their children
succeed in school, but also the responsibility of the school to make the
appropriate connections with LEP (Limited English Proficient) parents.
These connections should help the schools understand the families'
cultures, strengths, and goals. (p.12)
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Some interviews with Hispanic parents have found that they don't feel
comfortable getting involved in their child's school because there aren't any
teachers that they can relate to. Less than three percent of the nation's
elementary school teachers, less than two percent of secondary teachers, and
only two percent of other school personnel are Hispanic (Orum & Navarette,
1990). Many times the lack of bilingual or Hispanic staff can make parents feel
powerless when they are attempting to advocate for their children or
communicate with the school (Chavkin & Gonzalez, 1995).
Many Hispanics also have negative feelings toward school due to their
previous school experiences (Finders & Lewis, 1994). Some of these personal
school experiences create obstacles to involvement. The school often reminds
Hispanic parents of their own educational experiences including negative ones,
such as discrimination and humiliation for speaking Spanish in school.

Need for Hispanic Parent Involvement
Development of a teacher's guide to promote parent involvement among
Hispanic families in Wenatchee is particularly significant because of the
increasing percentage of Hispanic students in Wenatchee and in Washington
State. In Washington public schools, Hispanic student enrollment has doubled in
the past seven years. In the Wenatchee School District, almost 50% of the
students in four out of the seven district elementary schools are Hispanic. The
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Hispanic population in the entire Wenatchee School District is over 30% and
growing (OSPI, 2001).
The Hispanic community is an untapped resource for schools and
teachers. It is important that teachers and schools reach out to these parents
and encourage them to take part in their child's education. The more we can
encourage the Hispanic community to get involved in their children's education,
the greater the increase in school success we will see in Hispanic youth.

Communication
Throughout research on Hispanic parent involvement, one common theme
always rises to the surface. Communication. Communication is the basis of a
good parent and school partnership. Parents want to know what is going on at
their child's school and it is the teacher's responsibility to keep all parents
informed.
Communicating with the Hispanic parents of your students is difficult
when you don't share the same native language. There are different adaptations
you need to make in order to keep the channel of communication open between
the Hispanic parents and the teacher. It takes time, patience, and perseverance
to communicate with parents in a home language other than your own. It is not
an activity a teacher can do quickly in their spare time. Teachers need to be
mindful of the culture of their students' families. They also have to have a desire
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to make a parent/teacher partnership in order to improve the success of their
students.
In this section we will talk about the effective means of written and oral
communication between the school and home and what we as teachers can do
to reach out to the Hispanic parents of our students.

Written Communication
Written communication can be as simple as a quick note home or as
detailed as a classroom newsletter. Whatever the case may be, written
communication with the parents of your students is a definite must. An
important factor to remember is to make sure that your written communication
with your students' parents is in their native language. This may sometimes
require that you have a translator translate your letter or newsletter into
Spanish. Sending home communications in only English could make Hispanic
parents lose trust in the school personnel and withdraw farther from getting
involved in the school. Another important thing to remember is to give the
parents a contact number where they can reach you if they have any questions
about the written material. This lets the parents know that you are there for
them and their child if they have any questions about the school or school issues.
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Letters Home
Research has shown that parents who receive frequent and positive
messages from their children's teachers tend to become more involved in the
school than other parents. Letters should be sent home on a regular basis to
encourage the parents to become involved and to keep them informed.
Teachers should write letters to inform parents of upcoming school events,
student progress in school, what the class is studying each week, and many
other topics. Letters home are a quick and easy way to stay connected with the
parents of your students. As with all written communication, it is important to
write letters in the parents' home language.
At the beginning of the year, teachers should send a note home stating
their expectations for parents and the opportunities that parents have to become
involved in the school during the year. It is important to remember to send
home letters informing parents of their child's positive behavior and
achievements as well as notes reporting any disciplinary problems and academic
trouble. Many parents build up negative feelings about school-home
communication when schools communicate with parents only to share bad news
about their children.
Teacher attributes that appear to positively influence teachers'
relationships with parents include: warmth, openness, sensitivity, flexibility,
reliability, and accessibility. Try to reflect these characteristics in letters home by
using a personal greeting, showing them your willingness to be flexible, and
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including a contact number for the parents to call if they have any questions

(

about the content of the letter.

Newsletters and Handouts
Newsletters and handouts are another great way to fill the parents in on
what the students are learning in your classroom. Sending out a weekly
newsletter keeps the parents connected to the classroom and gives the parents
some insight into what their child is learning about that week and what they are
going to be studying in the future. This is also a great way to remind parents
about upcoming school events that they are invited to take part in.
A newsletter should include an update of what the class is currently
studying, future classroom events, future school-wide events, some helpful hints
for parents, and even community events that you believe might be beneficial to
your students and their families.
Along with the newsletter, you should supply the parents with handouts
that give the parents ideas of things to do with their children at home that relate
to the material that is being taught in class. Sending home step-by-step lesson
plans for the parents to follow and even discussion questions for the parents to
talk with their children about are helpful and they are ways to get the parents
involved in their child's learning.

7

Parent Report Card and Questionnaires
One way to improve parent involvement in your classroom is to send out
parent report cards and questionnaires to give the parents the opportunity to
voice their opinions and needs. Both the parent report card and questionnaires
act as invitations to parents to share their opinions and thoughts with the school.
Parents need to realize that they are their child's first teachers. They
need to know and understand their responsibilities in the education of their
children. A parent report card allows parents to analyze and evaluate their
involvement in their child's education. By having the student's parents fill out
the parent report cards, they will have the ability to recognize what areas they
are lacking in and what areas they are doing well in with regard to their
involvement in their child's education. From these parent report cards, teachers
will be able to see which areas the parents need help in and they will be able to
offer them useful support. With this information, teachers can design workshops
or resources that help parents in the different areas of educating their child.
A questionnaire focuses more on getting the parents input on how to
make the school a more conducive place for parent involvement. Sending home
questionnaires is a way to tell the students' parents that their opinion is valued.
Teachers need to learn about their students' families and how they can support
them in learning how to help their child more effectively. The data from the
questionnaires is a valuable tool for educators. They can use this data to design
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programs that the parents can benefit from. Questionnaires can tell the school
what the parents need to help them to become more involved.

School Handbooks
Every parent must understand the rules and regulations of the school in
order to become involved in the school. A school handbook in the parents'
native language is a way to inform the parents about the school policies. Some
important issues that should be included in the handbook are:
•

Academic expectations

•

Disciplinary procedures

•

Classroom rules

•

School policies

•

Library and textbook privileges and responsibilities

•

Reduced/free lunch program details and requirements

•

Vaccinations and where to get them

•

Roles of various school professionals and how to contact them

•

School bus times and rules

•

Academic calendar

•

Daily/weekly class schedule

•

Protocol for visiting the school

•

Procedures to follow when the child is absent

•

PTA activities
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•

(

Educational expectations for the students at the conclusion of the
school year

The key is not to assume that the parents know about certain school
policies. It is important to include every essential item of school policies and
procedures in the school handbook.
One important topic to focus on in the school handbook is the rules and
regulations of volunteering in the school. Some schools combine this information
into a separate volunteer handbook. If there are classes that are required in
order to become a school volunteer, include all of the dates and times that the
classes will be offered at the school. Also include any other information that
parents might need in order to become a volunteer at school, such as
applications and letter of recommendation forms. As a whole, the less
paperwork and classes that the parents have to do, the greater amount of
volunteers you will have willing to come into the school to help. Parents greatly
value a schools "open-door policy" where they can join their child's class to help
out when their schedule allows.

JO

Examples of Written
Co111munication

II

Letters Home
Here is an example of a letter from me to the parents of my students:

From the desk of Miss Greene
El 4 de abril de 2001
Estimados Padres,
.Hola! Quiero presentarme a ustedes. Me llamo Shawna Greene y voy a
ser la maestra de sus hijos hasta junio. Estoy emocionada que puedo trabajar
con sus ninos en la escuela de Lewis y Clark. Yo he trabajado con sus ninos
durante dos semanas y he visto que sus ninos son muy inteligentes y pueden
trabajar muy bien.
No nececitamos tener conferencias esta semana porque la Sra. Jackson se
reunio con algunos padres en febrero y marzo. Ella me dijo que todos los
estudiantes de la clase trabajaban muy bien.
Espero que pueda conocerlos pronto. Por favor, llamenme si tienen
preguntas o si quieren hablar conmigo. Mi numero de telefono es 663-5351, ext.
107.

Atentamente,

Shawna Greene
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From the desk of Miss Greene
April 4, 2001
Dear Parents,
Hello! I would like to introduce myself you all of you. My name is
Shawna Greene and I will be your child's teacher until June. I am very excited to
have this opportunity to work with your child here at Lewis and Clark. I have
worked with your children for two weeks now and I have seen that your children
are very intelligent and they work very well in school.
We aren't going to be meeting for parent conferences this week because
Mrs. Jackson already met with some parents in February and March. She told
me that all of class is working very well and she didn't have any concerns with
them.

I look forward to meeting you all soon. Please call me if you have any
questions or if you would like to talk with me. My telephone number is 6635351, ext. 107.

Sincerely,

Shawna Greene
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Newsletters and Handouts

Weekly Newsletter from Room 107
Monday, April 12

Wednesday, April 14

On Monday, our class received
our new caterpillars! We
were so excited to get them.
We each got to name our own
caterpillar and then we
observed them with our hand
lenses for a while. We can't
believe how small they are
and how many legs they have!
We have many questions that
we will be answering in the
days to come. Why do they
eat all the time? How can
they hang upside down in
their jars? What is that
white stuff like a spider's web
in their jar? We have a lot of
discovering to do.

Today we had our class
pictures. Everyone looked
really nice. Class pictures
are $5.00 and the order
must be in by Wednesday,
April 21 8 t.

Tuesday, April 1oth

Today was Rosie's birthday!
Happy Birthday, Rosie! Rosie's
mom Anna brought in
cupcakes to celebrate her
birthday. It was fun.
In math today we learned

about how addition relates so
close1Y to subtraction. There
are things called fact families
where all of the numbers
relate to one another. One
fact familY is:
3+7=10
7+3=10
10-3=7
10-7=3
We are going to be learning
all of the fact families to help
us master our subtraction
and addition facts.

We were busy reading and
writing today. We talked
about "paragraphs." Look
for paragraphs when you
are reading with your
child.
Thursday, April 15th

Wow, our caterpillars are
reaUy growing! Today we
made observations about
how they have been
growing. All they do is
eat, eat, and eat some
more. That is why they
are getting so much bigger.
Today we read a book,
From Caterpillars to
Butterflies, and it gave the
secret away. It won't be
long before our little
caterpillars are butterflies!
Friday, April 16th

Today we went to library
and we learned about the
Dewey Decimal System.
Now it will be easier to
look for books in the
library.
We also finished our story,
Stuart Little. We loved
the book!
---Miss Greene and Class--

Lunes, April 12

Mieraoles, April 14

En lunes, nuestro clase
recibio nuestros orugas!
Estabarnos muy contentos. Le
dabamos los nombres para
nuestros orugas y despues los
observabamos con nuestros
lentes cientificos. Ellos comen
mucho y tienen muchos
piernas! Tenemos muchas
preguntas para contestar.
For que los orugas comen
tanto tiempo? Como pueden
colgar de la pared de sus
tazas? Cual es la cuerdecilla
blanca en sus tazas? Hay
muchas preguntas para
contestar.

Hoy tenemos nuestros
fotos de la clase. Los fotos
cuestan $5.00 y tiene que
ordenarlos por miercoles
el 21 de abril.
Estabamos escritando
mucho hoy. Hablaron
sobre los parrafos. Busca
para los parrafos cuando
estaran leyendo con su
nino en casa.
Jueves, April 15th

Nuestros orugas estan
creciendo mucho! Hoy
nosotros vimos que ellos
son muy grandes. Los
orugas no hacen nada
menos comer, y comer, y
comer. Leimos una cuenta
sobre las mariposas y
aprendemos una secreto.
Nuestros orugas van a
carnbiar en las mariposas
muy pronto!!

Martes, April 18h

Hoy es el cumpleanos de
Rosie! Feliz cumpleanos,
Rosie! La madre de Rosie
trajo unas galletas para
nosotros. Fue divertido.
Hoy en matematicas,
aprendimos que hay algo que
se llama las familias factores
donde todos los numeros
estan relacionados. Un
ejemplo es:
3+7=10
7+3=10
10-3=7
10-7=3

Viernes, April 16th

Hoy fuimos a la biblioteca
de nuestro escuela y
aprendimos el Dewey
Decimal System. El Dewey
Decimal System va a
ayudarnos a buscar unos
libros en la biblioteca:

Vamos a aprender los familias
factores para ayudarnos con
nuestros factores.

Terminamos con nuestro
libro Stuart Little. Nos
encanta el libro!
---Miss Greene y la clase--
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Parent Report Card and Questionnaires

Parent Involvement Report Card
Score yourself as:
0: Outstanding
S: Satisfactory
NI: Needs Improvement
My Score
1. I have books in my home for my child to read.

2. I read with my child every night.
3. I have a quiet place at home for my child to do their homework.
4. I set aside time each night to help my child with their homework.
5. I go to the library with my child.
6. I visit with my child's teacher.
7. I attend parent meetings and workshops at school.
8. I encourage my child to read different kinds of books.
9. I read myself to set an example.

10. I let my child know how important their education is to me.
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La evaluacion de los padres
Evaluar de usted con:
M: Muy Bien
S: Satisfactorio
NM: Nececita mejoramiento
Mi nota

1. Tengo libros en mi casa que mi nino/a puede leer.
2. Yo leo con mi nino/a cada noche.
3. Hay un lugar tranquilo donde mi nino/a puede hacer su tarea.
4. Yo ayudo a mi nino/a con su tarea cada noche.
5. Voy a la biblioteca con mi nino/a.
6. Yo reunio con la maesta/el maestro de mi nino/a.
7. Assistio a los reuniones de la escuela de mi nino/a.
8. Animo a mi nino/a leer los libros diferentes.
9. Yo leo libros como un ejemplo a mi nino/a.
10. Yo dijo a mi nino/a que su educacion es muy importante a mi.
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School Handbooks

Welcome to Lewis and Clark
Elementary!

Miss Greene's Class Handbook
Second Grade 2001-2002
1130 Princeton Avenue
Wenatchee, WA 98801
663-5351
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Dear Parents,
I am excited to start this new school year! My goal this year is pure and
simple .. .! want your child to become the best that he or she can be. This
handbook will tell you about the rules in my classroom and it will show you some
of the learning opportunities that your child will have this year.
It's very important to receive your help here at school this year. Children
achieve more when their parents are involved in their education. We need to be
a team. Below is a list of ways that you can help out and become involved in
your child's school. Please fill this form out and return it as soon as possible.
Name of mother or father_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of child _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1. I can help in the following areas:
_Volunteering in the classroom (1-2 hours a week)

_Cooking

_Making things at home

_Field trips

_Contacting other parents about classroom events
_Speaking about your profession/abilities to the class
2. The best day for me to help in class is:
_Monday _Tuesday _Wednesday _Thursday _Friday
The best time for me to help out is from

to _ _.

Thank you for deciding to help out in our school. Being involved in school is a
wonderful way to show your child that you value his/her education.
Sincerely,

Miss Greene
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Bus Transportation Information
If your child is riding the bus to and from school, it is important to:

1. Write down the complete street address of where your child is to be
dropped off at. Please don't send your post office box address. Pin
the address to your child's shirt or jacket.
2. If you are going to change child care, make sure it is along the way of
the bus route and also send a note allowing your child to be dropped
of at another bus stop.
3. If you have any questions about the bus route, it is best if you call the
bus garage or the school office, because they can give you the best
information.
4. Inform your child that bus rules do not allow gum, yelling, changing
seats, fighting, or walking while the bus is in motion. The most
important rule is that all students must obey the bus driver.

Thank you!
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School Meal Program
Our school has a program where students and families who qualify are able to
receive free or reduced-price lunch.

1. You need to fill out an application to see if your family qualifies for the
lunch program. You need to send your child with the proper food until
the form is filled out and our school informs you if you have qualified
for the program.
2. Children may buy lunch if they do not qualify for the free or reduced
lunch program.
3. Children who qualify for free lunch may come and eat breakfast when
they arrive in the morning at 7:45 am.
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Classroom Rules
There are a few important rules that we have in our classroom. They are as
follows:
•

Respect yourself and others.

•

Take responsibility for your actions.

•

Do not interfere with the safety of others.

•

Do not interfere with the learning or teaching of
others.

Students will be expected to follow these rules and will accept consequences for
choosing to break these rules. Thank you for talking to your children about
school expectations.
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Bienvenidos a la escuela de
Lewis and Clark Elementary!

Miss Greene's manual de la escuela
Segundo grado 2001-2002
1130 Princeton Avenue
Wenatchee, WA 98801
663-5351
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Estimados Padres,
Estoy emocionada para empezar este ano nuevo de escuela! Mi meta
este ano es que su nino crecer a lo mejor de sus abilidades que puede ser. Este
libro va a informarles sabre las metas de mi clase y los oportunidades que los
ninos van a tener este ano.
Es muy importante recibir su ayuda durante este ano, de esta manera yo
padre ayudar mas a su nino si usted se involucra mas en la escuela.
Nececitamos ser un equipo. De la lista abajo escoja en que actividad podria
ayudar y enviela a la escuela lo mas pronto posible.
Nombre de padre o madre_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Nombre de nino(a)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Direccion _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Numero de telefono_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. Yo puedo ayudar en las siguientes areas:
_Voluntario en la clase (1 o 2 horas a la semana)

_Cocinar

_Hacienda cosas en casa

_Dias de campo

_Llamando otros padres para informarles sabre los anuncios de la escuela
_Hablando sabre su profesion o algo asi
4. El mejor dia para ayudar en la clases es:
_lunes _martes _miercoles __Jueves _viernes
Lo mejor hora es de:

hasta _ _

Gracias por decidir ayudar en la clase, al hacer esto usted le esta demostrando a
su nino a la escuela que a usted si le importa la educacion de su nino.
Atentamente,

Miss Greene
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Informacion sobre el autobus
Si su nino va a venir a la escuela en el autobus, es importante que ustedes:

1. Escriba la direccion completa de la calle en que el nino se va ha bajar.
No la casilla postal, por favor. Prendasela con un seguro en la camisa
o blusa del nino/a.
2. Si va a cambiar de guarderia, tiene que asegurarse que el bus pasa
por alli, y ademas enviar una nota autorizando que su nino/a se baje
en la nueva direccion, con la direccion escrita en el papel.
3. Si tiene preguntas sobre la ruta del autobus, lo mejor es que pregunte
en el garage del autobus o en la oficina de la escuela. Ellos le podran
dar mejor informacion.
4. Informe a su nino que en el bus, no se come, grita, cambia de
asientos, pelea, ni se para a caminar cuando esta andando. Lo mas
importante es se obedece a la persona que maneja el bus.

Gracias!
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Programa de comida
Nuestra escuela tiene una programa de comida gratis o precio reducido, de
acuerdo a si califican o no.

1. Tiene que llenar una aplicacion. El nino tiene que traer su propia
comida hasta que Ilene la aplicacion y le informen si califica o no.
2. Los ninos pueden comprar la comida si o no califican.
3. Los ninos que califican para comida gratis pueden tomar desayuno
cuando lleguen a la escuela a las 7:45 en la manana.
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Las reg/as de la clases
Hay algunas reglas importante en nuestra clase. Las reglas son:
•

Dar respecto a los otros y a ti mismo

•

Tomar responsabilidad para sus acciones.

•

No se injerir con la seguridad de los otros.

•

No se injerir con la aprendamiendo o con el
ensenando de los otros.

Es importante que los ninos obedecen las reglas de la clase. Gracias por
hablando con su nino sobre las reglas de la escuela.
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Oral Communication
(
\

Oral communication reaches out to parents on a more personal level. The
Hispanic culture is known for its warm, personalized style of interaction with
each other, so it is no wonder why oral communication is the most effective type
of communication of all. The face-to-face or over the phone teacher/parent
interaction is a more personalized type of communication. It shows the parents
that the teacher is making an extra effort to get to know them on a personal
level. This way, parents feel more comfortable asking questions and taking that
extra step to become more involved in their child's school.
Oral communication is difficult with Spanish-speaking parents when you
don't share the same native language. A translator is needed and sometimes
that makes things awkward and more complicated. But there are steps you can
take to avoid uncomfortability with a third-party. Translators or bilingual staff
members are valuable assets to any school staff.

Phone Calls
Parents have reported that they are nervous when their child's teacher
calls because they expect them to report incidents of bad behavior or educational
concerns. Some teachers forget how important it is for them to call parents to
talk about their child's great accomplishments or just to personally invite them to
take part in a school-wide or classroom activity.
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Phone calls are a personal way to let the parents know that you care

(

about their child's education. It is a time when you can talk about their child's
strengths and weaknesses and the specific things that they as parents can do for
their child to strengthen their academic skills. Research shows that when
parents were asked if they would spend more time with their child in helping
them with their education, most all of the parents said that they would if they
were told what to do and how to help their children. Teachers can make phone
calls to parents to let them know what things they can do to help their child
improve in school. It is a good time to get to know the parents and to put your
parent/school partnership into action.

Parent/Teacher Conferences
Parent/teacher conferences are great opportunities for the teacher and
the parents to personally discuss a child's progress in school. Many times
Hispanic parents are apprehensive about coming in to have a conference
because they don't know what to expect. You can relieve some of this worry by
sending home pre-conference notes which explain what goes on at conferences
and what they might want to ask in the way of their child's progress.
Encourage your students' parents to ask questions. One cultural
characteristic is that Hispanic parents tend to shy away from questioning
authority and they see asking questions from a teacher as a lack of respect. It is
important to encourage them to open up and ask questions.
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Another important aspect is for teachers to give parents the opportunity
to choose a conference time that is best for them. Many times Hispanic parents
have jobs that are difficult to request time off from in the middle of the
afternoon when conferences are usually held. Try to be flexible and offer to
meet with parents in the early morning or evening.
Conferences are difficult when the parents and the teacher do not share a
common language. These are the times when an interpreter is needed to attend
the conference. It is important that the teacher and the interpreter meet prior to
the conference to discuss expectations for the meeting and information
regarding the student. This prepares the interpreter and helps to ensure that
the right message is being communicated to the parents.

Workshops and Meetings
Workshops and meetings are successful parent outreach activities where
schools can teach and inform parents of ways to become involved in their child's
education. There are many schools across the country that have regular
workshops for parents that teach them how to create literacy opportunities for
their child, how to help their child with homework, how to take advantage of the
school's resources, and more.
When developing a workshop for your parents, it is important to keep a
few main ideas in mind. To retain the involvement of Hispanic parents, you must
determine what they need help in and then focus your workshop around their
needs. Programs that focus exclusively on the school's agenda lose the parents.
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After the parents' needs have been evaluated and the focus of the workshop is
determined, start organizing the workshop into four sections: motivation,
information, practice, and application.
In the introduction/motivation section, show the parents why the
information that will be presented in the workshop is so important. Give the
parents statistics and research findings that back up your views. Next, give the
parents the information they need to become knowledgeable about the subject.
Give them step-by-step instructions on how to use their new knowledge/insight.
Thirdly, give parents a chance to practice. If teaching a workshop to
parents on how to guide their child as they read, have the parent role play with
their child or another parent to practice the skills that they were taught. Finally,
have the parents apply the new information to their life. Have them make a plan
and schedule of when they will use their new skills with their child every night.
Meetings and workshops are also great ways to inform parents about
different school events and programs and to get their direct input on their
feelings toward the school. To get the parents to the first meeting, sometimes it
is necessary to hold it in a neutral location, such as a community center or a
public facility. The school environment is sometimes uncomfortable for these
parents. Another strategy that is helpful when planning meetings is to
encourage the Hispanic parents that have had contact with the school personnel
to invite three friends to the school meeting. Parent-to-parent invitations are
very successful in bringing new parents into the school for their first time.
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Home Visits
Home visits are the most direct, and sometimes most effective, mode of
communication between teachers and parents. Making a home visit is a way of
personalizing the teacher's invitation for the parents to become involved in the
school and their child's education. Home visits have been received well by many
families and they are a good step toward more communication and sensitivity on
the part of the school.
Home visits are sometimes the only way for Hispanic parents to feel
comfortable talking to their child's teacher. Many Hispanic parents have fears of
coming into the school environment. They feel more comfortable speaking with
their child's teacher in their own familiar environment.
Many teachers like home visits for the simple fact that they give teachers
the opportunity to observe the home environment of their students. The home
environment has a major influence on a child's learning and it is helpful for the
teacher to see what the child is surrounded with everyday. Teachers are also
able to learn how they might be able to help the family overcome barriers to
parent involvement by offering transportation, child-care at meetings, or other
resources.

Successful Hispanic Parent Involvement School Programs
Recent major legislation, such as the Goals 2000: Educate America Act
and the revision of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), has
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made parent involvement a national priority. School districts nationwide are
reexamining their parent involvement policies and trying to create new programs
to address this issue (Baker & Soden, 1998). Studies show that schools must
take the lead in actively pursuing parent involvement. Encouraging parents to
participate in their children's education is more important than family background
in determining whether or not parents get involved (Hopkings, 1997). In a
national study of 2,317 inner-city elementary and middle school students, the
best predictor of parent involvement was what the school did to promote it.
School attitudes and actions were more important than the parents' income,
educational level, race, or previous school volunteering experience in prediction
whether the parent would be involved in the school (Nathan, 1996).
Some school districts now offer a range of special training programs to
help parents build self-esteem, improve their communication skills, and help
them conduct activities that will improve their children's study habits (Inger,
1992). Within the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Elementary and
Secondary Education, Project Even Start provides assistance to instructional
programs that combine adult literacy outreach with training to enable parents to
support the educational growth of their children. This program offers English as
a Second Language (ESL) classes to the parents, conducts home visits, and
provides the parents with activity kits to use with their children on school
activities. The result is that these parents have become significantly more
involved in their children's school activities (Nathan, 1996).

(
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Project Family Initiative for English Literacy (FIEL) in El Paso, Texas was
created in 1985 and is in eight elementary schools in El Paso. This
intergenerational literacy program involves limited-English-proficient parents and
their kindergarten children in oral language, story writing, reading, discussions,
and at-home activities (Chavkin & Gonzalez, 1995).
Academia del Pueblo-developed by the National Council of La Razaprovides afterschool and summer classes for Hispanic children, monthly parent
groups, and literacy classes three times a week. The program operates at the
Guadalupe Center, a multiservice organization in Kansas City, Missouri (Chavkin

& Gonzalez, 1995).
The Prestame una Comadre program, meaning "loan me a godmother" in
Spanish, works with migrant Head Start families. Social workers conduct home
visits as often as three times weekly and hold small group meetings. Families
work on increasing self-reliance, learning about child development and
education, and improving family functioning (Chavkin & Gonzalez, 1995).
The Training of Parents in Schoolwork (TIPS) program was created by
Joyce Epstein at the Center on Families, Communities, Schools, and Children's
Learning in Baltimore, Maryland. The program consists of materials that
educators give parents to help children with school. It has produced statistically
significant increases in students' reading skills (Nathan, 1996).
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The Aspira Association has a program called Parents for Educational
Excellence that teaches Hispanic parents about the educational system so they
can become better advocates for their children (Riley, 1994).
Project Parents Incorporated creates libraries in Boston housing projects
and provides programs to strengthen the skills of economically disadvantaged
families so they can have a meaningful role in their children's education (Riley,
1994).

Strategies for Building Successful Parent/School Partnership Programs
According to Espinosa's research on Hispanic parent involvement (1995),
projects in schools that have successfully involved Hispanic parents recommend
personal touch, non-judgmental communication, teacher perseverance in
maintaining involvement, bilingual support, strong administrative support, staff
development focused on the Hispanic culture, and community outreach. Using
these strategies leads to better Hispanic parent involvement and better relations
between the school and the parents (Espinosa, 1995).
Strategy #1: Personal touch. It is so important to use face-to-face
communication in the Hispanic parents' primary language when first making
contact. Written communication is proven effective after oral communication
between the teacher and parent has been attained.
Strategy #2: Non-judgmental communication. Teachers need to assume
that parents want to be involved in their child's education and they need to
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provide them with the resources and information they need to become involved.
Avoid making the parents feel as if they are to blame for something or that they
have done something wrong.
Strategy #3: Perseverance in maintaining involvement. In order to keep
Hispanic parents actively engaged, teachers must respond to a real need or
concern of the parents. They need to have a good idea of what parents will get
out of each meeting or contact and find ways to help them address their
concerns about their child and their child's education. Sending home
questionnaires and surveys and conducting interviews will help teachers to find
out the parents' concerns and help them to find ways to address them.
Strategy #4: Bilingual support. All communication with parents, written
and oral, must be provided in Spanish and English. It is also comforting for
Hispanic parents to talk to school staff who share the same native language.
Using the parents' native language has been proven to increase the trust
between the Hispanic parents and the school.
Strategy #5: Strong leadership and administrative support. The efforts of
teachers alone cannot bring success to parent involvement projects. Teachers
must have the support of their administration. The principal needs to believe
that parent/school partnership is a high priority in order to make this type of
program a successful one.
Strategy #6: Staff development focused on Hispanic culture. All staff
must understand the key features of Hispanic culture and its impact on their
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students' behavior and learning styles. The teacher must learn as much about
the children and their culture as possible in order to teach them in the most
effective way.
Strategy #7: Community outreach. Many Hispanic families can benefit
from the family literacy programs, ESL programs, medical or dental services, and
other programs that the community has to offer. The school can serve as a
resource and referral agency to support the overall strength and stability of the
families (Espinosa, 1995).
Keeping these seven strategies in mind will help to guide you and your
school in developing a successful partnership between the school and the
Hispanic community.
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Lesson Plans for Family Involvement at Home
(
\

Education starts at home with parents, a child's first teacher. The pages
that follow are lesson plans for parents to do with their children in the home.
They encompass a range of subject areas and have specific parent instructions
for lesson implementation. Providing lesson plans for families is a great way to
encourage the parents to get involved in the education of their child.
, \' oS
The first group of lesson plans 'ere designed to increase family literacy.
Studies have shown that students who read with their parents and talk to them
about reading have much higher reading gains than students who don't have this
opportunity. Research also shows that small-group instruction during the school
day by highly competent specialists does not produce reading gains comparable
to those that result from parental involvement programs. These lesson plans will
give parents some tools to use in order to build their child's literacy.
The second group of lesson plans encourage the parents' involvement in
the education of their child. They give the parents step-by-step instructions on
how to encourage learning through regular home activities and by spending time
with their child. These activities can be follow-up activities on topics that the
students are studying in class or even just some fun and educational activities for
parents to do with their children. The key is to get the parents involved and to
give them the materials to support them. The materials can give parents the
confidence they need to take the step to become actively involved in their child's
education.
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Family Literacy Involvement Ideas
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Literacy Lesson Plan
Piiiatas, Piiiatas by Cecilia Avalos
Activity: Making a pinata
Materials needed (book provided):
•

Book, Pinatas, Pinatas by Cecilia Avalos

•

Newspaper

•

Tissue paper

•

Flour/water paste

•

Container for paste

•

Balloon

•

String

1. Read the story Pinatas, Plnatas with your child. Talk about the characters
and the pinatas that they saw in the story.
2. If your child has seen a pinata before, talk about where he/she saw it and
what it looked like. What did it have inside and what shape was it in?
3. Now it is time to make your very own pinata. First make a pinata paste from
flour and water. Tear the newspaper into strips. Dip the strips into the paste
and remove the excess paste. Put the strips onto the balloon and smooth
them out. When the whole pinata is covered in strips, allow it to dry. This
will take a couple of hours.
4. After it has dried, cover the pinata with strips again. Continue these steps
until the pinata is strong.
5. When it is strong, pop the balloon and pull it out by the string. Remember to
let the pinata dry completely before you attempt to pop the balloon.
6. Cut the tissue paper into strips. Glue it on the pinata to decorate it. Allow it
to dry. Fill it with treats and cover the hole with more newspaper strips and
paste. Let it dry. Now it is finished! Time to have a pinata party!
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7. Now work together to write your own set of directions for making a pinata to
give to someone else. Make sure you use a lot of details so that the reader
will understand what to do.

This lesson plan was adapted from Warren, C.L. (1996) English and Spanish

Take Home Reading Packets to Enhance Early Literacy and Parent Involvement.
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Un plan de literatura
Piifatas, Pif1atas por Cecilia Avalos

La actividad: Hacer una pinata
Los materiales:
•

Libro, Pinatas. Pinatas por Cecilia Avalos

•

Papel de periodico

•

Papel de cebolla

•

Pasta de harina y agua

•

Contenedor para la pasta

•

Globo

•

Cuerdecilla

1. Se hace la pasta con harina y agua. Corte bastantes periodicos en tiras.
Engome las tiras de papel con la pasta y limpie el exceso con sus dedos.
Pegue las tiras de papel en la forma. Cuando la pinata esta toda cubierta con
tiras del periodico, dejela que se seque. Esto tomara unas horas.
2. Repita el proceso anterior como tres veces mas hasta que la pinata este
fuerte.
3. Corte el papel de cebolla en tiras. Lo envuelve alrededor de la pinata de la
manera que le gusta. Tambien se puede cortar el papel en flecos y lo
envuelve en la pinata.
4. Deje que se seque todo. La pinata esta ya hecho!

Este leccion fue adaptado de Warren, C.L. (1996) English and Spanish Take

Home Reading Packets to Enhance Early Literacy and Parent Involvement.
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Literacy Lesson Plan
The Tiny Seed by Eric Carle
Activity: Plant lifecycle
Materials:
•

Book, The Tiny Seed by Eric Carle

•

Crayons

•

Paper

1. Talk about the flight of the tiny sunflower seed.
2. Discuss how huge the sunflower grew and how many seeds it produced. Ask
your child, "How many other things have seeds in them?" (fruits, nuts, etc... )
"What are some things that grow from tiny seeds?" (trees, plants in our
garden, etc ... ).
3. Have you child draw a picture of the life cycle of the seed, according to Eric
Carie's book. They should start with the seed, then a sprout, then it grows
bigger, until finally it is a flower.
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Un plan de literatura
La semilla pequena por Eric Carle
La actividad: El ciclo de vida de las plantas
Los materiales:
•

El libro, La semilla oequena por Eric Carle

•

Crayones

•

Papel

1. Hable con su nifl'o sobre el ciclo de la semilla pequena del girasol.
/

2. Discuta como el girasol crecio y cuantas semillas se produjO. Pregunte su
hijo, "Cuantas otras cosas tienen semillas?" ( como frutas, nuesces, etc .. )
"Puedes nombrar algunas cosas que crecen de las semillas pequenas?" (como
las plantas, arboles, etc ... ).
3. Pregunte a su nino a dibujar un dibujo del ciclo de la semilla pequena, segun
el libro de Eric Carle. Tiene que empezar con la semilla, y despues un brote,
y finalmente entre un flor.
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Literacy Lesson Plan
The Seasons ofArnold's Apple Tree by Gail Gibbons
Activity: Leaf rubbings
Materials:
•

Book, The Seasons of Arnold's Apole Tree by Gail Gibbons

•

Leaves

•

Crayons

•

Paper

1. Discussion questions: After reading the story The Seasons of Arnold's Apple
Tree, ask your child, "Do you see these changes going on in the trees around
us?" What do they look like in the winter, spring, fall, and summer?
2. Collect leaves outside with your child. When you have collected some, place
them on a hard surface and put a piece of white paper over them. Have your
child rub a crayon over the paper. The outlines of the leaves will appear.
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El plan de literatura

(

Los estaciones de/ manzano de Arnold por Gail Gibbons
La actividad: Arte con las hojas
Los materiales:
•

El libro, Los estaciones del manzano de Arnold por Gail Gibbons

•

Hojas

•

Crayones

•

Papel

1.

Despues de lee el libro Los estaciones del manzano de Arnold, pregunte a su
nino/a, "Puedes ver los cambios en los arboles en nuestro ciudad?" "Hay
cambios en los arboles en la primavera, verano, otono, y invierno?"

2. Despues de su discusion, vayan afuera para buscar las hojas. Cuando
encuentren algunas, pongalos en un mesa duro y ponga un hoja de papel
sabre los hojas del arboles. Ahora, su nino/a tiene que frotar un crayon en el
papel. La impresion de las hojas va a aparecer.
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literacy Lesson Plan
Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown
Activity: Identifying rhyming words
Materials:
•

Book, Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown

1. After reading the book Goodnight Moon, ask your child "Who do you say
goodnight to each night? Who are all of the people and things that the
bunny told goodnight to?"
2. Have your child identify the words in the story that rhyme (ie: Kitten and
mittens, toy house and mouse, mush and hush, bears and chairs, clocks and
socks, house and mouse, etc ... ). Have your child think of other words that
rhyme. Are there any names of objects in your house that rhyme?
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Un plan de literatura
Buenas noches, Luna por Margaret Wise Brown
La actividad: Identificando las palabras rimas
Los materiales:
•

El libro, Buenas noches. Luna por Margaret Wise Brown

1. Despues de lee el libro Buenas noches. Luna, pregunte su niffo "A quien dices
"Buenas noches" cada noche? Quienes son las personas y las cosas que el
conejo dijo a "Buenas noches"?"
2. Pregunte

SU

nmo/a a nombrar las palabras en el libro que son rimas (como

gatito y guantito, etc ... ). Pregunte su nino/a a pensar en otras palabras que
riman. Son algunos nombres del objectos en su casa que riman?
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Literacy Lesson Plan

(

A Baby Sister For Frances by Russell Hoban
Activity: Family portrait
Materials:
•

Book, A Baby Sister for Frances by Russell Hoban

•

Crayons

•

Paper

1. After reading the story A Baby Sister for Frances, talk about how Frances felt
when her baby sister was born. Ask your child, "Why do you think she felt
that way? Do you think that Frances' parents loved her any less because her
baby sister was born?" (of course not). Talk about how the child felt when
they had a new little brother or how their older sibling felt when they were
born and how they dealt with that.
2. Have the child draw a picture of their family. Try to include all of the
characteristics that make each family unique, such as Daddy's glasses, or
brother's favorite blue t-shirt. Hang the picture in a spot where all of the
family can enjoy it.
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Un plan de literatura
Una hermanita para Francis por Russell Hoban
La actividad: Un dibujo de la familia
Los materiales:
•

El libro, Una hermanita para Francis por Russell Hoban

•

Crayones

•

Pape!

1. Despues de lee el libro Una hermanita para Francis, hable sabre los
sentimientos de Francis cuando su hermanita fue naciO. Pregunte su hijo/a,
"Por que piensas que Francis sentio mal cuando su hermanita nacio? Piensas
que sus padres perdieron su amor de Francis cuando nacio su hermanita?
(claro que no). Hable sabre coma su hijo sentio cuando su hermanito/a fue
/

nacio o coma su hermano/a mayor sentio cuando el/ella fue nacido. Como se
enfrentc5 con sus sentimientos en ese tiempo?
2. Ahora su nino/a puede dibujar un dibujo de su familia. Trate a incluir los
caracterlsticos de las personas en su familia que son especiales, coma los
lentes de papa o la camiseta favorita del hermano. Colge el dibujo en un
lugar donde toda la familia puede mirarlo.
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Literacy Lesson Plan
Frog and Toad are Friends by Arnold Lobel
Activity: Finding qualities that make a good friend
Materials:
•

Book, Frog and Toad are Friends by Arnold Lobel

•

Paper

•

Pen

1. After reading the book Frog and Toad are Friends, ask your child, "What did
Frog and Toad do for each other to show how good of friends they are? How
did they treat each other? What did they do together?"
2. Ask your child to think about one of their closest friends. Ask them why they
call that person their good friend. Have your child make a list of
characteristics that make their friend a great friend. Ask them if they think
they are a good friend themself. Why are they a good friend? Have your
child write a letter to their friend telling them all of the great characteristics
that their friend has and why they are such a good friend.
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Un plan de literatura

(

Sapo v Sepo son amigos por Arnold Lobel
La actividad: Identificando las caracterfsticos de un buen amigo
Los materiales:
•

El libro, Sapo y Sepo son amigos par Arnold Lobel

•

Pape!

•

Boligrafo

1. Despues de lee el libro Sapo y Sepo son amigos, pregunte a su hijo/a,
"Cuales algunos de las cosas que Sapo y Sepo le hicieron par cada uno ?
Como le trataron uno a otro? Que hicieron juntas?"
2. Pregunte a su hijo/a a pensar en su mejor amigo/a. Pregunta, "Par que su
amigo/a es su mejor amigo/a? Su hijo/a puede escribir una lista de algunos
caracterlsticos que son de un buen amigo. Como es un buen amigo? Su
hijo/a puede escribir una carta a su amigo/a que incluye todos las
caracterlsticos buenos que eljella tiene y par que eljella es un amigo/a
bueno.
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Literacy Lesson Plan
The Gingerbread Man, a traditional story
Activity: Making gingerbread men
Materials:
•

Book, The Gingerbread Man, a traditional story

•

1 cup sugar

•

1 cup shortening

•

1 cup molasses

•

1 egg

•

2 Tbs. Vinegar

•

5 cups flour

•

1 1/2 tsp. baking soda

•

1/2 tsp. salt

•

1 tsp. cinnamon

•

2 tsp. ginger

•

1 tsp. cloves

•

candy for decoration

•

gingerbread man cookie cutter

1. After reading the story The Gingerbread Man, ask your child to recount all of
the people that were after the gingerbread man. Can he or she name them
in order?
2. Take this time to bake gingerbread men with your child. Pay special
attention to teaching them about measurement and making a recipe. Here is
the recipe for gingerbread man cookies:
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Mix the sugar and the shortening. Stir in the molasses, egg, and
vinegar. Beat well. In another bowl, mix together the flour, baking
soda, salt, cinnamon, ginger, and cloves. Combine the liquid
ingredients with the dry ingredients and chill for three hours. Roll
dough 1/8 of an inch thick. Cut with the gingerbread man cookie
cutter. Bake in the oven at 375 degrees for 5-6 minutes. Decorate
when cool with icing, red hots, chocolate chips, raisins, etc. Eat
and enjoy!

This lesson was adapted from Olson, A.R. (1997) Parent Workshops to Build

Early Literacy in Preschoolers.
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Un plan de literatura
El hombre de pan jengibre, un cuento tradicional
La actividad: Hacienda las galletas de pan jengibre
Los materiales:
•

El libro, El hombre de pan jengibre, un cuento tradicional

•

1 taza de azucar

•

1 taza de cochevira

•

1 taza de melaza

•

1 huevo

•

2 cucharas de vinagre

•

5 tazas de harina

•

1 1/2 cucharillas de bicarbonato de sosa

•

1/2 cucharillas de sal

•

1 cucharilla de canela

•

2 cucharillas de jengibre

•

1 cucharilla de clavo

•

las dulces para decoracion

•

un cortador en la forma de un hombre de pan jengibre

1. Despues de lee El hombre de pan jengibre, pregunte su nino/a a nombrar
toda la gente que corrieron despues del hombre de pan jengibre en el
cuento. Puede su nino/a nombrar toda la gente en orden?
2. Ahora pueda cocinar unas galletas de los hombre de pan jengibre. Ensene su
nino/a en los tazos y las cucharillas y coma se hacen una receta. Aquf esta la
receta para galletas de los hombres de pan jengibre:
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Mezcle el azucar y la cochevira. Revuelva la melaza, el huevo, y el
vinegre. Revuelva bien. En un otro contenador, revuelva la harina,
el bicarbonato de sosa, el sal, la canela, el jengibre, y el clavo.
Combine los dos juntado y ponga en la refrigeradora por tres
horas. Arrolla la masa a 1/8 de una pulgada. Corte con el cortador
en la forma del hombre de pan jingebre. Ponga en el homo en 375
grados para 5-6 minutos. Decore con las dulces cuando las
galletas estan frescos.

Este leccion fue adaptado de Olson, A.R. (1997) Parent Workshops to Build Early
Literacy in Preschoolers.
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Literacy Lesson Plan
Just Mv Dad and Me by Mercer Mayer
Activity: Adult/child relationships
Materials:
•

Book, Just My Dad and Me by Mercer Mayer

•

Paper

•

Pen

1. After reading the book Just My Dad and Me, talk about the activities that the
boy in the story liked to do with his dad. Ask your child, "Are there special
things that you like to do with an adult?" Make a list. (This is also great for
you to find out!)
2. Have your child write a story about a favorite time that they had with you or
another adult and you can write a story about a special time you spent with
them. Share the stories when you are both finished and tell each other why
they were such special times.
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Un plan de literatura
Solo mi padre y yo por Mercer Mayer
La actividad: Las relaciones entre los adultos y los ninos
Los materiales:
•

El libro, Solo mi padre y yo por Mercer Mayer

•

Papel

•

BoliQrafo

1. Despues de lee el libro

s610 mi padre y yo,

hable sobre las actividades que el

nino en el cuento le gusta hacer con su padre. Pregunte su hijo/a, "Hay
algunas actividades que te gusta hacer con un adulto?" Haga una lista con
su nino. (Este es una buena actividad para usted tambien!)
2. Ahora su hijo/a puede escribir una historia sobre un dla que le hizo un
actividad muy especial con usted o un otro adulto. Tambien usted puede
escribir una historia sobre una vez especial con su hijo/a. Cuando estan
terminados, compartir sus historias y hable sobre por que estaban dias muy
especiales.
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Literacy lesson plan
Music in Literacy
Dear Parents,
A great way to expose your child to a literary experience at home is
through music and games. Here are a few traditional songs that children know
and love. Singing and reading the songs together is a great way to practice
reading at home.

Thank you,
Miss Greene

Where is Thumbkin?
Where is Thumbkin?
Where is Thumbkin?
Here I am
Here I am
How are you today, sir?
Very well, I thank you.
Run away
Run away
Where is first finger?
Where is first finger?
Here I am
Here I am
How are you today, sir?
Very well, I thank you.
Run away
Run away
Where is middle finger?
Where is middle finger?
Here I am
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Here I am
How are you today, sir?
Very well, I thank you.
Run away
Run away
Where is ring finger?
Where is ring finger?
Here I am
Here I am
How are you today, sir?
Very well, I thank you.
Run away
Run away
Where is pinky?
Where is pinky?
Here I am
Here I am
How are you today, sir?
Very well, I thank you.
Run away
Run away

The Snake of the Sea
A traditional song from Mexico
Oh the snake, the snake of the sea
Right by here he passes by me.
All those around run far away
Those far away stay away
Way, way, way, way, away.
A Mexican woman is selling fruit,
Cantaloupe and watermelons coming my way.
Will it be melon, will it be watermelon, will it be another,
Another day, day, day, day, day.
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Un plan de literacia

La musica en literacia
Estimados Padres,
Un buena actividad de leer en casa es cuando usted y su hijo leen
canciones. Aqul estan algunos canciones mexicanos que sus ninos saben y le
gustan. Cuando usted canta y lee en casa con su hijo, eres un buen ejemplo a
eljella y le mostra que leyendo es divertido.

Graci as,
Maestra Shawna Greene

El pulqar
El pulgar
el pulgar
Donde estas?
Aquf estoy
Gusto en saludarte
Gusto en Saludarte
Ya me voy
Yo tambien
El que indica
el que indica
Donde estas?
Aquf estoy
Gusto en saludarte
Gusto en saludarte
ya me voy
yo tambien
El de en medio
El de en medio
Donde estas?
Aquf estoy
Gusto en saludarte
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Gusto en saludarte
ya me voy
yo tambien
Anular
anular
Donde estas?
Aquf estoy
Gusto en saludarte
Gusto en saludarte
ya me voy
yo tambien
el mefiique,
el mefiique
Donde estas?
Aquf estoy
Gusto en saludarte
Gusto en saludarte
ya me voy
yo tambien

A la vibora de la mar

A la vfbora, vfbora,
de la mar, de la mar
por aquf pueden pasar.
Los de adelante corren mucho,
los de atras se quedaran
tras, tras, tras, tras.
Una Mexicana que fruta vendfa,
ciruelas, chabacanos, melon y sandfa.
Sera melon, sera sandia, sera la vieja del
otro dfa,dfa, dfa.
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Lesson Plans for Families in
English and Spanish
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A Picture Walk through Family History
Topics addressed: History, generations, family tree, geography
Materials:
•

Old photo albums

•

Paper

•

Pen

•

Map

1. Bring out all of the old photo albums of your parents and grandparents, if you
happen to have any. Take this time to sit down with your child and tell them
you are going to tell them a story about your family.
2. Go through the pictures with your child and tell them the stories that have
been passed on through the years from your family to you. Talk about where
your child's ancestors were born and show them where it is on a map. Try to
answer questions that your child may have about his family and where they
originated.
3. Make a family tree with your child. Start with him or her and any siblings
they have and work your way up the tree as far as you can go. It will be a
great keepsake for your child and a fun activity for the both of you to do
together.
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Los fotos de la historia familia
Los topicos: Historfa, generaciones, el arbol de la familia, y geografla
Los materiales:
•

Los fotos viejos de su familia

•

Pape!

•

Boligrafo

•

Mapa

1. Busque los fotos de su familia y especialmente de sus abuelos y bisabuelos.
Si no tiene fotos viejos, hable con su hijo sabre su familia y de donde son.
2. Pueda contar las historias que su abuelo/a le canto a usted en el pasado.
Hable sabre de donde son su familia y encuentre el lugar en la mapa. Si su
nino/a tenga preguntas sabre su familia, trata de contestarlos.
3. Haga un arbol de la familia con su nino/a. Empiece con elfella y sus
hermanos y trate de continuar a sus abuelos, bisabuelos, etc... Es un buen
proyecto que su hijo/a puede guardar por mucho tiempo.
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The Library Search
Topics addressed: Using the library as a resource
Materials needed:
•

Library search activity sheet

1. Libraries are a valuable source of information and enjoyment for young and
old alike. Take a trip down to the local public library. Have a list of items
that your child must find (with your help, of course). Use the activity list
provided or create your own. This scavenger hunt at the library will be a lot
of fun and it will also teach your child how to use the library as a resource for
information.
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The Library Search Activity Sheet

1. Find the title of a non-fiction book. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. Find the title of a biography. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. Find the titles of two different books in the children's literature section. _ _

4. Find the title of a book about dogs., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. Find one book by the author Shel Silverstein. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6. Find one book about Washington State. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
7. Find a book to check out today!

Enjoy reading!
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La busca de la biblioteca
El t6pico: Usando la biblioteco como un recurso
Los materiales:
•

La hoja de trabajo de La busca de la biblioteca

1. Las bibliotecas son los recursos buenos para los jovenes y los adultos. Tome
N

un viaje a su biblioteca en su ciudad. Su nino/a puede usar la hoja y busca
todos los tipos de libros que la hoja tiene (con su ayuda, por cierto). Pueda
crear su hoja de libros para la actividad tambien. Esta actividad va a ser muy
divertido y educacional. La busca de la biblioteca ensenara a SU nirio/a que la
biblioteca es un buen recurse y como usarla para ganar infomacion sobre
muches sujetos.
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La hoja para la busca de la biblioteca

1. Busca el tiEulo de un libro no novelesca., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. Busca un libro biografico. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. Busca dos libros en el seccion de la literatura de los nlnos.

4. Busca un libro sabre los perros. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. Busca un libro que fue escrito por Shel Silverstein. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6. Busca un libro sabre el estado de Washington. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
7. Busca un libro que quieres llevar a su casa hoy!

Feliz leyendo!
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Safety in the Water
Topics addressed: Water safety
Materials needed:
•

Water safety coloring sheets

1. This lesson involves talking to your children about water saftey. Talk about
the different places that your child likes to swim (ie: at the pool, the ocean,
the river, the lake, etc ... ). Talk about the safety precautions that your child
needs to remember when swimming.
2. After talking about the different ways of practicing water safety, have your
child color the water safety coloring sheets. Make a plan of what your chlid
should do in a water emergency. Happy swimming!

The coloring sheets are from the United States Coast Guard Website, 1997.
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La seguridad en la agua

El t6pico: La seguridad en la agua
Las materiales:
•

Las paginas sabre la seguridad en la agua para colorar

1. Este leccion es sabre hablando con su hijo/a sabre las reglas del nadando en
la agua. Hable de las lugares donde su hijo/a le gusta nadar (ie: a la piscina,
al mar, al rio, al Iago, y mas ... ). Hable sabre las reglas que su hijo/a necesita
recordar cuando esta nadando.
2. Despues de su discusion de las maneras de seguridad en la agua, su hijo/a
puede colorar el libro de colorar. Feliz nadando!

Las hojas de colorar son del United States Coast Guard Website, 1997.
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NUNCA NADES SOLO

USA EL SlSTEMA DE
COM PAN EROS
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RECUERDA-NAUEGAR SEGURO
PUEDE SER MUV DIUERTIDO
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Breakfast is Important

Topics addressed: Health and nutrition
Materials:
•

Breakfast/nutrition health sheet

1. Eating breakfast is a very important meal of the day. Talking to your child
about eating healthy is very important. Every parent wants to see their child
grow strong and healthy, but this can only be accomplished with good
nutrition. Research continues to support the fact that nutrition is an
important component of your child's health and children who eat breakfast
are more ready to learn.
2. Do the Breakfast is Important worksheet with your child. Make a point of
preparing breakfast for your child everyday. Better yet, make a point of
eating breakfast with your child everyday.

The worksheet is from The Dairy Council of California website, 2000.
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Parents. • • Be Your Child's Partner in Breakfastl

Please note: Contents on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.
Visit www.dairycouncilofca.org/kids for child feeding tips,
interactive nutrition games, recipes and more!

Desayuno es importante

Este leccion es sobre: la salud y nutricion
Materiales:
•

La pagina de salud y desayuno

1. El desayuno es la comida mas importante del d(a. Hablando a SU hijo/a sabre
buena nutricion es muy importante. Todos los padres desean ver a sus hijos
crecer sanos y fuertes, pero esta solo puede lograrse con una buena
nutrici6n. Continuas investigaciones apoyan el hecho de que la nutricion es
un componente importante en la salud de sus hijos y que ademas, quien
desayuna bien esta mas apto para el aprendizaje.
2. Haga el Desayuno es importante hoja del trabajo con su hijo/a. Trate a
preparar el desayuno para su hijo/a cada dia y trate a comer desayuno con
SU

hijo/a Cada manana.

Este hoja de trabajo es del Dairv Council of California Website, 2000.
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Visite www.dairycouncilofca.org/kids para consejos de c6mo alimentar
a los nii'ios. iueaos interactivos de nutricion, recetas iv mucho mas!

Please note: Contents on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Making an All About Me Book
Topics addressed: reading, writing
Materials:
•

Two sheets of white construction paper cut in quarters

•

Crayons or markers

•

Black pen

•

Stapler or hole punch and string

1. Making books is a great and creative way for your child to practice literacy.
Start with preparing your materials. Cut two sheets of paper into quarters.
Take out all of the other materials. On each sheet of white paper, have your
child write something special and unique about him/herself.
2. Some suggestions are:
•

My name is _ _ _ _ _ __
•

My mom and dad are _ _ _ _ _a.nd _ _ _ __

I have a

brother/sister named _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•

My favorite color is _ _ _ _ .

•

My favorite season is _ _ _ _ _ . In _ _ _ _ _ I love to

•

I have a pet _ _ _ _ _ . His/her name is _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. When your child is done writing the pages, bind them by stapling them
together or binding them with string. Have your child illustrate their story.
They will enjoy reading this book that they wrote all about themself.
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Haciendo un /ibro sobre mi
Los topicos: El leyendo y la escritura
Las materiales:
•

Dos hojas de papel que estan cortando en cuatro partes iguales

•

Creyones

•

Un bol(grafo negro

•

Un engrapador

1. Hacienda libros es un buen tipo de practicando a leery escribir. Primera,
prepare sus materiales. Corte dos hojas de papel en cuatro partes iguales.
Recoja todos los otros materiales. En cada hoja de papel, su nino/a puede
escribir algo especial sobre eljella mismo.
2. Algunas sugerencias son:
•

Me llama _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

•

Mi padre and madre se llaman _ _ _ _ _ y _ _ _ __

Tengo un

hermano/una hermana que se llama _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•

Mi color favorito es _ _ __

•

Mi estaci6n favorito es _ _ _ _ _ . En eljla _ _ _ _ _ me encanta

•

Tengo una mascota que es un/a _ _ _ _ _. Mi mascota se llama

3. Su nfno/a puede dibujar algunos dibujos para su libro. Su nino va a gustar
en leyendo su libro nuevo.
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Trip to the Museum
Topics addressed: history, community
Materials needed: journal (or pen and paper)

1. Tell your child that you are going to take a trip down to your local museum.
Talk to them about what you might see there. Have your child think of some
questions that they would like to answer by seeing the exhibits or by asking
the museum docents. Write them down.
2. When you are at the museum, take the time to read about exhibits and talk
about how the area has changed over time. It is a good idea to call the
museum before you go to see if you can take a tour with a museum
employee.
3. When you get home from the museum, have a discussion about what your
child learned from your trip. Did they have their questions answered? What
was their favorite exhibit? What was the oldest artifact or exhibit they saw?
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El viaje al museo
Los topicos: La histor(a y la communidad
Las materiales: el cuaderno (o un boligrafo y papel)

1. Tome su nino/al museo en su ciudad. Hable con el/ella sobre las cosas que
ellos van a ver en el museo. Pregunte a su nino/a a pensar en algunas
preguntas que tienen sobre la historla de su ciudad. Escriban una lista de las
preguntas y lleven la lista con ustedes en su viaje al museo.
2. Cuando ustedes estan en el museo, tomen mucho tiempo cuando mirando a
los exhibiciones. Hable con su hijo/a sobre los cambios en su communidad y
la ciudad durante de la historia. Es un buen idea a llamar al museo antes de
ir porque ellos tendrlan un tour del museo que usted y su nino/a puedan
assistir.
3. Cuando regresen a su casa, tengan un discussion sobre lo que aprendieron
de su viaje al museo. Se contestaron sus preguntas? Cual fue su exhibici6n
favorito? Cual fue el exhibicion mas viejo que todos?
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Nature Walk in the Park
Topics addressed: science, environment, senses
Materials needed:
•

Journal

1. Take your child on a walk through the park. Tell him/her to pay attention to
his/her senses. What do you see? Feel? Smell? Hear? Point out different
animals or plants you see and encourage your child to smell the flowers or
plants around him/her.
2. Encourage your child to keep a journal of their thoughts and of daily events.
Ask your child to write in their journal about your walk in the park and about
the things that they noticed on this walk that they hadn't noticed before.
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Un camino entre la naturaleza
Los topicos: las ciencias, el ambiente, y los sentidos
Las materiales:
•

Un cuaderno

1. Lleve su nino/a en un camino entre el parque. Pangan atencion a los

,

sentidos. Que pueden ver? Tocar? Oler? Oir? Mencione los animales y las
plantas diferentes que se ve en el parque y anime a su nino/a a oler los flares
y las plantas en su camino.
2. Anime a su hijo/a a escritar en un cuaderno. El cuaderno es un buen lugar
para sus pensamientos o unas listas de sus actividades diarios. Pregunte a su
nino/a a escribir sabre su camino en el parque y especialmente sobre las
cosas que no le vio antes.
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Memory Color Game
Topics addressed: colors, language, ESL (English as a Second Language)
Materials needed:
•

Memory cards

•

Scissors

1. Memory games are a fun and effective way to reinforce language and
vocabulary skills. In order to play, first you need to cut the memory cards
out of the paper provided. Then place them all face down. Take turns with
your child turning cards over a pair at a time, trying to make a match. The
object of the game is to be the player with the most pairs/matches at the end
of the game. Learning the names of colors in Spanish and English has never
been so easy!
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El juego de co/ores y la memoria
/

Los topicos: los colores, las idiomas, y ESL (Ingles como una idioma segundo)
Las materiales:
•

Las tarjetas de memoria

•

Las tijeras

1. Los juegos de la memoria son buenas practicas para aprender los colores y
otras cosas en dos idiomas. Para jugar este juego, primero carte las tarjetas
de memoria de la hoja de papel de este leccion. Proximo, ponga todas las
tarjetas con las palabras abajo. Tome veces con su hijo y escoja dos tarjetas
al vez, tratando a hacer un par de colores. El objecto del juego es selectando
las pares masque el otro jugador. Este juego hace el aprendamiento de los
nombres de los colores en espanol y ingles muy facil y divertido!
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verde

green

azul

blue

•

rOJO

red

anaranjado

orange
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